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PREFACE

The introduction of variable rules ten years ago has provoked a variety of
critical reactions; among these Kay & McDaniel's (1979) review appears as a
clear and penetrating study of many issues neglected or unresolved in earlier
discussions. It is refreshing to observe an approach to the problems of variation
and sociolinguistics relatively free from the ideological constraints that other
critiques have inherited from formal linguistics (e.g. Bickerton 197", '973;
Gazdar 1976). They bring to the discussion of variable rules a clarity gained by
several years' reflection on the early statistical approaches, together with a certain
distance from current sociolinguistic methodological developments and problems.
At the same time, there are some attendant disadvantages of such a distance;
these appear in their treatment of the work that preceded probabilistic models, in
their lack of attention to the interaction between the practical aspects of linguistic
data analysis and the evolution of theoretical concerns, in their misunderstanding
of certain mathematical facts, and in their neglect of the more recent developments over the past five years. The K & M analysis may best be evaluated as a
reaction to the stage in variable rule analysis around I97I-4
when the first
probabilistic models were being proposed and tested.
It may therefore be helpful to make some comments which place the K & M
analysis in a longer and broader perspective, relating the issues they raise to
current advances in variable rules. The first section will trace our original
motivations for the development of variable rules, and the second will clear up
some of the problems encountered by K & M in attempting to understand and
interpret the statistical theory. This will involve a brief exposition of mathematical developments to date. The third section will deal with how variable rules can
reflect the heterogeneity and homogeneity of the speech community. In the
fourth section, we turn to the relation of variable rules to generative grammar, and
associated theoretical concerns.
Language in Society is not the appropriate forum for the exposition of purely
statistical matters. It seems clear, however, that the sociolinguistic analysis of
linguistic variation is destined to require an increasing reliance on statistical
methodology of various kinds (see e.g. papers in D. Sankoff 1978a). Thus we felt
it worthwhile that the fundamental aspects be discussed in a mathematically
0047-4045/79/0078-0039$02.50
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correct way, using established statistical terminology and criteria. We will try to
follow K & M's example in making our presentation as self-contained and as
readable as possible, but in treating the issues they raise, we will frame them in
terms of well-known concepts and procedures of statistics and data analysis.

I.

A HISTORICAL

SKETCH

K & M's discussion of the development of variable rules begins with the I969
treatment of contraction and deletion of the copula. It may be useful here to
underline the extent of the difference between this and previous sociolinguistic
studies, and why a new mode of notation (variable rules) was introduced to
bolster the earlier description of sociolinguistic variation in terms of categories
(linguistic variables).
The work in South Harlem on word-final -t,d deletion and on contraction
and deletion of the copula constituted the first quantitative examination of
internal constraints on linguistic variation (Labov, Cohen, Robins & Lewis I968).
I'revious studies dealt only with the social distribution of particular variants.,
Basically, they considered the underlying grammar or phonology as given and
examined variation in the output, though there were ample indications that
current discrete representations of that underlying grammar would have to be
modified as time went on. But the Black English Vernacular was a different
matter: here one could recognize the output, and trace the surface variation, yet
not know the shape of the underlying grammar, or what alternations in that
grammar were responsible for the variation. The surface realizations of BEV
were different enough to require some different organization of the rule system.
It was not clear first how radical that difference was - this in fact was the main
issue on the table.
Earlier statements about BEV and related Caribbean grammars were cast in
categorical terms, and discussions of origins and relations to other dialects were
based on qualitative arguments and anecdotal evidence.2 The studies in South
Harlem, on the other hand, used quantitative relations to establish the existence
of a past-tense morpheme, the non-existence of a third-singular marker, the
existence of an underlying copula and processes of contraction and deletion.
Ordered rules turned out to be a valuable way of organizing the data, and helped
shov that two closely related processes of /1/ and /r/ vocalization were separated

[I] The study of Martha's Vineyard may be considered an exception here, since some

serni-quantitative information on the ordering of internal constaints was given (Labov
20).
But this information was not systematically developed and played
19(3,
I972a:
no role in the discussion of linguistic change.
[2] See Bailey (1 969) and Stewart (x970). These qualitative statements may have overshot
the mark as characterizations of BEV, but the Creole origins of BEV which they argued
for have been further confirmed in later research.
190
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by an intervening process of consonant cluster simplification.3 Auxiliary contraction and deletion were found to be clearly linked to some form of stress
assignment and vowel reduction as postulated in The sound pattern of English
(Chomsky & Halle 1968). Though introspective arguments on auxiliary contraction have been advanced to complicate our view of this process (Zwicky
1970), the relation to stress and vowel reduction still seems valid.
The quantitative aspect of this work lay not only in the heuristic manipulation
of linguistic production data as part of a discovery procedure but also in the
recognition and proof of apparently distinct reduction processes as parallel
phenomena representable by a single rule. Further, important generalizations of
well-known types of categorical relationships between constraints and variables
were found to be expressible only in quantitative terms.
The variable rule analysis was not then presented as an isolated borrowing
from the generative format, but as sixteen intimately related rules of morphophonemic reduction, some categorical, others variable. There have been a number
of advances and revisions in this set of rules (Fasold 1972; Wolfram 1974), and
other studies of the BEV tense and aspect system show categories which are more
remote from other English dialects (e.g. Rickford I97S); but the quantitative
evidence on internal constraints on contraction and deletion rules has been
confirmed by a large number of other studies (e.g. Mitchell-Kernan I969;
Wolfram I969; Legum et al., 197I; Baugh, to appear). The variable format has
turned out to be a convenient and revealing way of representing underlying
complex internal relations in the grammar, relations which are systematic and
shared among speakers, though quantitative rather than categorical or discrete.
The formal conventions for interpreting these rules were not originally
phrased in terms of probabilistic models or statistical theory and method. K &
M present a view of the algorithm proposed at that time to account for multiple
feature effects on rule frequencies, as if it were conceived then in terms of a
probabilistic model, but no such element was present. On the basis of experience
with many stable relations of more-and-less in the speech community, there was
ample motivation to enter these relations into a rule format. But the fundamental
distinction between frequencies and probabilities and other questions of model
choice, statistical estimation theory, and hypothesis-testing had not yet assumed
importance in that work. Thus K & M's damning of the additive model, for
containing parameters which are supposedly uninterpretable since they are not
probabilities, can best be characterized as unedifying hindsight. Mathematically,
it is also wrong, since there is no logical reason nor even any statistical tradition
(3] The vocalization of /rl and /1/ are parallel rules of English phonology. Yet at the point
where -t,d deletion applies, /r/ has been vocalized but not /1/. Thus cord does not have a
cluster as far as -t,d deletion is concerned, and behaves like other forms with a single
final /d/; but cold does behave like other CVCC forms and the probability of deleting the
final consonant shows that at this stage in the derivation, /1/ is a consonant. In BEV, as in
many other dialects, this postvocalic /1/ is consistently vocalized in the final output.
I9I
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for all the parameters of a probabilistic model to be themselves probabilities,
though they may have, as is the case here, very clearcut interpretations. K & M's
vehemence on this point extends to a critique of Cedergren & Sankoff (1974) for
'being undoubtedly aware but [having] unaccountably failed to point out' this
supposed drawback of the additive model, though these latter authors do in fact
explicitly refer to '. . .additive models, where the coefficients are not automatically interpretable as probabilities' (339).
In the early work, it was of course obvious that the tendency of the additive
model to .predict frequencies greater than i00% or less than o%/ would have to
be limited by truncation or some other device.4 Some of the earlier data suggested
that a geometlic model of constraint relations did in fact hold for the data, as
described in K & M. But it quickly became clear that such a geometric relation,
with a stable hierarchy of internal constraints, could not apply generally. Even
in the first analysis of -t,d deletion, it appeared that there were speakers who had
the two major constraints evenly balanced. Wolfram, however, has continued to
make effective use of the postulate of geometric ordering in a number of analyses
and Fasold (1978) claims that it is a widely valid principle.
A more important limitation of the earlier work was the absence of any mode
[41 K & M's discussion of necessary and sufficient conditions for a rule probability p to
fall, for any set of constraints, in the interval [o, x], is mathematically confused and
erroneous. Their conditions
(K & M Io) oPop0505
(K & M iI)
po?pL for PI 6{Pa0Pb, . , P
pO
Relabelling families so that p > ....Pn,
'K & M 12)
n

i j {IC ,, 2.
p(i,

I
pg?
i+

n})

I

do not jointly express a sufficient condition as they claim (po = 0.4, Pi = 0.3, P2 = 0.2 iS
a counterexample, since these values satisfy the three conditions but allow p < o in one
context). Nor is their condition (K & M I2) a necessary condition, as they claim (po =
0.5, Pi = 0.1, P2 -= 0.1, p3 = O.I iS a counterexample since these value combine to give
values of p only within [o, I] but do not satisfy condition (K & M 12) as stated).
A correct formulation would be that a necessary (and sufficient) condition for p to fall
ir [o, I] for all contexts is
n
E

(I-I)

.i=1

~~~~~~Pi
<po,

n
p<
Pi

I -pO

A much more restrictive sufficient condition is given by replacing the first of the inequalities in (I.I) by
n

(1.2)

E

pi <pI,

i -,I,

. I

n -i

i+ I

this being the only mathematically meaningful interpretation of Labov (i969: 740-1).
The reader should also be alert to the fact that K & M's explanation of the meaning of
their conditions (K & M Io), (K & M i i), and (K & M I2) confuses the idea of logical
necessity' and 'sufficiency'.
I92
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of multivariate analysis, which could take into account the large number of
intersecting constraints that apply simultaneously. Sometimes the effects of
competing constraints could be controlled by subdividing categories to the point
where the effect of one constraint could be examined separately while the rest
were held fixed. But in many cases, the data ran out before reaching that point.
Categories were then collapsed which afterwards proved to be quite distinct
(Baugh, to appear), or percentages were shown across categories without taking
into account the possibility of skewed distributions within those categories

(Labov1975).
The South Harlem work, then, served to prove the desirability and significance
of incorporating quantitative considerations into grammatical description, to
discover rule application frequencies as the fundamental data of variation study,
to show how the quantitative effect of the linguistic environment on a rule can
and should be decomposed into a combination of effects from the various constraints present in this environment, and to propose terminology and notation
enabling variable rules to be easily integrated into the formalism of generative
grammar. The statistical and probabilistic aspects we have alluded to were not
really investigated before the analysis of Cedergren's data on Panamanian
Spanish (Cedergren 1973a).
The sheer volume of the Panamanian data necessitated a systematic and
computer-implemented analysis. Statisticians generally use analysis of variance
(ANOVA) or multiple regression when trying to decompose a quantitative
phenomenon into a number of cross-cutting effects. These methods consist of:
(i) a model for such decompositions, namely an additive, linear model,
(ii) a parameter estimation criterion, namely the minimization of the sum of
squared differences between the observed quantities and their respective
values predicted by the linear additive formula,
(iii) a rapid computational formula for finding the estimates satisfying this
criterion - especially rapid in the case of ANOVA, and
(iv) a series of tests for the significance of parameter differences - especially
sensitive and revealing in the case of ANOVA.
Because of the particular nature of linguistic data, both (i) and (ii) were felt
to be inapplicable. Frequencies of rule application range only between o%
and ioo%, but the usual additive model mentioned in (i) does not necessarily
predict values respecting this constraint, formalized above as (i.i), and so other
models which do must be tried. As for (ii), data on a linguistic variable collected
from a speech sample tend to be very unevenly distributed among the various
possible contexts, a situation in which the least-squares type of criterion loses its
good statistical properties, becoming subject to considerable and unpredictable
inaccuracies. Even when the sample can be gathered under controlled experimental conditions, gaps in the data usually prevent any even distribution, since
I93
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many combinationsof contextualfeaturesare not realizedin the language.This
forces us to rely on a more fundamentalestimation criterion,that of maximum
likelihood, which retains its statistically desirable properties despite poorly
distributed data, but whose computation is much more difficult. Thus aspect
(iii) of ANOVA and regressionanalysis is also lost, and with it the tests mentioned in (iv), these being byproductsof the computationalprocedure.
In the next section we discuss the various solutions adopted to provide an
analysissimilarto regressionand ANOVA but particularlyadaptedto the peculiarities of linguistic variation data. It goes without saying that the methods
in question do not apply to all linguistic data. On one hand, there are qualitative
data which concern the existence or non-existence of certain forms which are
particularlyimportantin the study of little-known languages,the first steps in
historical reconstruction,and the quest for linguistic universals. On the other
hand, the study of vowel shifts in progress provides continuous quantitative
data as the dependent variable. Here multiple regression and ANOVA are
particularlyappropriate,especially for the study of social influenceson linguistic
change (Labov et al. 1978). Our discussion here concerns the very large field of
linguistic variation where the dependent variable is a discrete choice, usually
binary, and usually formalizedas a rule with variableapplication.
2.

DATA

ANALYSIS

Models
In what follows we will conserve as much as possible the notation of K & M
except that it will be clearer to use Pa rather than Pa to denote the effect of
parametera. In addition, while we will use /3ato represent the effect of an
unspecified member of family 'a', we will also use fla, a2'. .'to representthe
effects of particularconstraintsai, a2,. . in that family.
As K & M point out, the additive model
P - PO+PIa+

(2.1)

* *+Aln

for accountingfor the effects of environmentalfeatureson the rule probabilityp
has to be modified to ensure that the parametervalues produced by the estimation procedurecannot combine, in any environment,to give a p greaterthan one
or less than zero.
This can be done in many ways. For example, we may impose the necessary
and sufficient condition (I.I) in footnote 4 on the f3i,with or without the strong
geometric ordering principle (I.2). Alternatively,we could truncate,i.e. set
(2.2)

p _f
p=I
P =0+fa+fb+

**+Pn

IO+la+fb+*

+?n<o

ifI0O+Ila+fb+?*

+fn>I

otherwise
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Another solution is to make some function of p additive, instead of p.
Cedergren& Sankoff(I974) suggested
(2.3)

=

logp

+O+fa+ *.*+fn

= flo+/a + . . +fi,n
might be suitable functions. A further possibility, discussed by Rousseau &
Sankoff(1978a), and which replacedthe others in generaluse after 1974, is given
by
(2.4)

-log(i-p)

(2.5)

log

P

+fIn

PO+fa+*

And there are many other possible functions which have been used by data
analysts in other contexts, though not in linguistics (Cox 1970).
The idea behind the use of such functions is that even allowing the estimation
procedureto estimate very large magnitudesfor the P, this should be consistent
with a value for p between zero and one.5
Constraintson the model
K & M state that additional constraints6 are necessary on any such model
because 'without some additional assumptions like these the underlying parameters cannot be computed from a data table'. They criticize the constraints
chosen by Cedergren & Sankoff (I974) and Rousseau & Sankoff (1978a) as
'unmotivatedempiricalassumptions. . .' 'rich in undesirableconsequences'. All
of these remarksare mathematicallyincorrect. The constraints,of form
(2.6)

=

Zlai
i

i

=

l-bj

0

f
Z*=nk

k

for models (a. i) and(2.5), wherea,, a2,. . . arethe differentpossibleenvironmental
features or constraintsin the 'a' family, etc.; or
(2.7)
(2.8)

<maxflai= max fbj=
B50

.

=

/o0>min
i

fai

min f3bj
j

max f3nk = ?
k

I

=

Mn

f.ink =

0

k

for models (2.3) and (2.4), respectively,are not responsiblefor the computability
of the parameters,which can be computed without them. They are not empirical
(2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) have generally been presented in forms which make less
transparent their relationship to each other and to (2.1). Defining another set of parameters Po, Pa. - . Pb where log pi = fit, equation (2.3) takes the form (K & M i6), the
multiplicative applications model. Similarly, defining -log (i -p) = fi, equation (2.4)
becomes (K & M 17) the multiplicative non-applications model. The transformation log
(p/i -p) = fli converts (2.5) into (K & M 21), the logistic model. Note that (K & M 33)
is an erroneous representation of this model; a corrected version is
p = I-(I/[I
+log'(ko+ . . . +kn).
[6] K & M's constraints 7a and 7b are wrong and inconsistent with the rest of their
discussion. Equation (K & M 7a) for example should be p - v = -p, y.

[1] Models

I95
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assumptions, nor do they have any substantive consequences whatsoever. The
point is that in postulating any transformed-additive model such as (2.I)-(2.5)
to account for a set of data, and in estimating parameter values, we cannot in
any logical or mathematical way claim to be interested in the individual parameter
values in a constituent family, for example, Pals Pla2' *. . but only in the differences7 between these parameters: pal - Pa2' Pat - Pan' Pa2 - fnl - *- This can be
seen by taking any set of estimates for the parameters, adding an arbitrary number, say i261, to all the pas subtracting the same number from all the Pb, and
leaving the rest of the parameters unaltered. Since
(2.9)

Po + (pa + I261)

+

(Pb-I

26i)

+

*.

+ 3n

=

PO+ pa?+ lb + '+ t?n

the altered set of estimates predicts the same probabilities as does the original
set and is hence as good or as bad a set of estimates. This holds true in any of
(2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), or (2.5). Of course there is nothing special about iz6J and
wvecould use other numbers to produce an infinite range of sets of estimates.
What is important, however, is that in the altered set, the differences between the
parametersin a family, for example, (PaI+ I261)-(Pa2+
I261) = pal -Pa2, are
the same as the differences between corresponding parameters in the original set.
T'hese differences are uniquely determined by the conjuncture of model, data and
estimating criterion and are the quantities of interest, however implicitly, in
interpreting the results. The importance of the differences is perceived, though
somewhat dimly, by K & M in their proposed 'quick test' for the additive model.
The fact that, without constraints like (2.6)-(2.8), the values of individual
parameters in a constraint family are free to wander together into the hundreds,
thousands, or millions is no logical problem, nor does it impede computability of
the estimates, but it is inconvenient notationally. Thus we impose (2.6), (2.7), or
(2.8), which do not affect the parameter differences and are hence not empirical
assumptions. They simply peg, arbitrarily, each constraint family around the
same specific value (zero), leaving o free to represent the overall average tendencies in the data. There is an additional notational convenience in imposing
(2.6)-(2.8); that is, it permits the rapid comparison of effects between constraint
families - this could be done anyway, by comparing intrafamily differences for
the size of the smallest and largest
different families, but with (2.6)-(2.8)
parameters in a family gives a rough idea of the importance of that family in
relation to other constraint families.
There remains the question of why (2.7) and (2.8) take the particular form
they do. First of all, the models (2.3) and (2.4) do not in themselves guarantee that
p remain between zero and one, nor would any constraint like (2.6) help, whereas
(2.7) and (2.8) do. In practice, however, this guarantee would rarely be needed
[71 In terms of the transformed parameters p in the multiplicative models referred to in
footnote 5 and (K & M i6), it is the ratio of parameters Paj/Pa2 which is important. For
(K & M 17) it is ratio (I -pa1)/('
-P.2).

196
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unless there were no data for certain important environments. A second reason
is that (2.3) together with (2.7), or (2.4) together with (2.8), lend themselves to
certain interpretations in terms of the probability analysis of independent
events, on which K & M place particular stress, though they have been of little
interest to variation theorists over the past five years. K & M criticize these
assumptions8 as being unjustified, unsupported, and arbitrary, and as having clear
empirical consequences but no empirical basis. Indeed, as we have shown, they
are mathematically arbitrary and have no empirical basis, but their consequences
are not empirical but notational. Whether the assumptions are made or not has no
substantive effect on the data analysis or linguistic consequences in terms of
parameter differences. We have shown how to interpret these models as membert
of an infinite class of transformed-additive models for which no probabilistic
interpretation of the parameters is necessary. Thus K & M's claim is false; it is
not true that the particular probabilistic assumptions they dwell on are unavoidable.
In discussing (2.7) and (2.8) we have strayed from the statistical concern of
this section in order to demonstrate the irrelevance of K & MI's critique, but
we postpone further discussion of probabilistic interpretations until section 4.
The logistic-linear model, represented by (2.5), has several advantages over the
previous three models and it is likely that variable rule analysis will continue on
this basis, as it has for the last five years. For example, model (2.3) is most
sensitive to the differentiation of strongly inhibiting constraints as a rule, while
it tends to obscure favorable effects, i.e., where fli is close to zero. Model (2.4)
has a reverse property. The logistic model is evenly balanced in this respect.
Other desirable properties of this model become clear in the considerable
literature and methodology based on it in the last few years in the field of
statistics (Cox 1970; Lindsey 1975; Haberman '974; Rousseau 1978). In
linguistics this model has been adopted not only by the project on linguistic
change and variation in Philadelphia (LCV) and the Montreal French group, but
also by researchers in Washington, D.C. (Fasold I978), Rio de Janeiro (Naro &
Lemle 1976); Lemle & Naro 1977), Germany (Ludicke I977), and other
centers.
Estimation
Having dealt with the statistical role of models, we turn to the problem of
estimation. K & M do not discuss the advantages, over least-squares methods, of
the procedures for obtaining maximum likelihood estimates. As we have stated,
since the nature of linguistic structure is such that most cross-cutting sets of
features must contain empty cells (and often the great majority of such cells ate
[8] K & M derive (2.7) by assuming fio = log p in the most favorable environment, which
they wrongly identify with the largest entry in the data table (this is not necessarily or
even usually the case), and then using the assumption that all ,B<o.

I97
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empty), the usual modes of multivariate analysis like ANOVA are not workable.
Maximum likelihood methods are designed to operate on the actual number of
occurrences rather than percentages for each speaker and to show an increased
fit to the larger cells while giving proportionately decreased weight to small cells
with one or two tokens. K & M's analysis of a fictional, highly unlikely, data set
in terms of the solution of a set of simultaneous equations is misleading in this
respect. Though they claim this is done for the purposes of exposition (presumably of the relationship of parameter estimates to data) and for exemplifying the
internal mathematics of variable rules, it shows nothing about the nature of
maximum likelihood estimates, or anything about the mathematics beyond what
is already explicit in the model itself. The calculations may have served an
autopedagogical purpose for the authors, but are irrelevant to real statistical
estimation, which does not at all resemble their procedures.
.
Given any set of values for the parameters f5l,, fla2.
b' &2
the
- f 3b2b
likelihood of this set, as a function of particular data, is obtained by first calculating in each cell the value of p from the appropriate formula: (2.3), (2.4), or as is
now prevalent, (2.5), and then, denoting by A the number of rule applications in
that cell and T the total number of tokens, calculating
(2. I 0)

pA (I _p)T-

A

The product of all these terms of form (2.10) over all cells represents the likelihood of the parameter set. To find the set of parameter values which result in a
maximum product for this likelihood, successive approximation methods of
mathematical programming must be used. For the logistic model, the computer
program VARBRUL 2 (Sankoff 1975) is in wide use. A more flexible version
adapted to the PDP-i i system has been developed by the LCV project. The most
sophisticated and powerful version, VARBRUL 3, has been implemented by
Rouisseau (1978).
Testing
One of the most important innovations of Rousseau's program, and one of
the simplest (so that it is easily grafted on to other presently implemented
versions), is the log-likelihood test for seeing if a constraint has a significantly
different effect from another in its constraint family, or for seeing whether an
entire constraint family should be retained or discarded from the model on the
basis of whether it contains at least two significantly different effects. The
maximum likelihood estimation produces a figure for the over-all likelihood of a
given analysis at each iteration or successive approximation of the calculation. At
the point where satisfactory convergence is reached, i.e. the estimates are sufficiently pinpointed, this likelihood can be printed out and compared with the
value for another organization of environmental constraints, for example, with
one coinstraint distinction less, or with one constraint family omitted from the
I98
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model. Under the null hypothesis that the extra constraints have no effect, twice
the difference in the logarithms of these likelihoods is distributed as a chi-square,
with degrees of freedom equal to the differences in number of parameters
estimated in one run as compared to the other.
Thus Weiner and Labov's analysis of the passive (I977) showed that preceding
clauses with subjects coreferent to the underlying object of a sentence favored the
application of the passive transformation as against an active sentence with a
generalized pronoun. One such analysis compared all cases with a preceding
coreferent subject against cases where the preceding subject was different. The
resulting weights9 in the factor group were 0.42 for the same subject cases and
o. 58 for different subjects, with an overall log likelihood of -888.97. A second run
distinguished sentences with a coreferent subject in only one preceding clause
against those with strings of coreferent subjects in two or more clauses. The
results were:
o.39 no coreferent subject preceding;
0.49 one clause with coreferent subject preceding;

o.62 two or more clauses with coreferent subject preceding
and a log likelihood of -885.54.
Twice the difference in these log likelihoods is 6.8, and a chi-square test with
one degree of freedom shows that this difference is significant at the o.i level.
Thus the additional precision in the description of the effect of a preceding string
TABLE

I

Increasein likelihoodachieved by adding one
extralinguisticfactor

Variable

To linguistic factorsplus other three
extralinguisticfactors

To linguistic factors only
Sociolinguistic
index Education Age
On/tu-vous

1I.5

on/nous
onlils

58.4
136. I

0.3
37.3
120.2

49.8

Sex
151 .8

0.9

1.0

43.5
0

Sociolinguistic
index Education Age
15.3
29.9

21.5

6.9

4.8
2.9

Sex

32.3
84.4

123-9

8.5

9.3

0.4

[g] For historical reasons and for the sake of comparabilityof different analyses, we
generallyfollow the conventionof not giving the f,i directly, but ratherpI, where

:=fi

log
I-Pl

The weights are thus restrictedto the interval [o, I].
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can be said to add significantly to the determination of the choice of active vs.
passive.
Laberge (x977) made extensive use of the log-likelihood test to evaluate the
cffects of various extralinguistic factors - age, sex, education and insertion in
the linguistic market (D. Sankoff & Laberge I978) - on three variables which
involve the pronoun on as a variant in Montreal French. One of the variables, the
on/tu-vous variable, has recently undergone a marked change whose chief locus is
younger men. As seen in Table i, both sex and age are statistically very significant
factors, whether considered as the sole extralinguistic factors or whether combined with the others. The factors indicative of social level are barely significant
and this only in an inconsistent way.
Turning to the second variable, on/nous, in which change has almost gone to
completion, we see that a trace of this change remains in the highly significant
age factor. Here, however, the sociolinguistic index shows a clearcut social
stratification of the variable. The effect of educational level when used as the
single extralinguistic factor is largely due to its correlation with the sociolinguistic
index and perhaps its negative correlation with age, as it loses most of its significance when used together with the other factors. In contrast to on/tu-vous,
there is no effect whatsoever of speaker's sex on the on/nous variable. The
on/ils variable is the most stable of the three as can be seen from the relative insignificance of its age effect. There is clear social stratification as indicated by the
significance of the sociolinguistic index and some degree of differentiation
according to sex. Note that here we are assessing the importance of factors in
terms of t.he statistical significance of their effects rather than the size (relative
values of f,B or pi) of their effects. Generally the two go together, but sometimes an effect appears larger or smaller than it should as an accident of
statistically poorly distributed data, a problem which is controlled by examining
significance levels.
Another capability of Rousseau's program, as used by Laberge, is the incorporation of continuous factors. Thus, rather than dividing the sample of speakers
into age groups and a number of sociolinguistic or educational levels, with a
separate factor assigned to each group and level, the actual age, years of schooling
and sociolinguistic index can be incorporated directly into the model. Suppose z
is a continuous variable such as speaker's age. Then (2.5) can be modified as
follows
(2. II)

log p- =P?+#,a+

***+A,+C(Z

Z-)

where c is a single parameter and z is the average age. Thus for on/nous c-o
s
per year in the direction of on whereas for the stable on/ils it is only O.OI5 in the
direction of ils. For the variable on/tu-vous which is currently undergoing change,
it is only o.oi6 per vear in the direction of tu-vous, but as we will explain in
200
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section 3.2, this is an artifact of interaction between sex and age effects, with
women moving in a direction opposite to men.
The log-likelihood test is based on certain approximations, but this does not
limit its applicability to linguistic data sets with cells containing only one or a
few tokens. This is an important improvement over earlier 'observed-versusexpected' chi-square tests. K & M's 'handy, though vague, quick check' is of no
discernible value in these cases.
Choice of models
K & M's critique, though logically incorrect as concerns mathematical questions,
brings up an important point concerning the disadvantage of postulating two
alternative models for variable rules and choosing independently, for each data
set, the one which fits best. However, K & M's discussion puts far too much
emphasis on the selection of a 'best' model, which was in practice never a
primary consideration. On the contrary, the main use of the various models was
to locate stable and robust effects that appear in all models, and any data giving
results that were highly model-dependent were considered insufficient for
analysis. It is true that Cedergren and Sankoff did try to motivate the two models
(2.3) and (2.4) in terms of probabilistic independence of constraints, rather than
the broader type of data-analytic consideration which led to the adoption of (2.5),
but these motivations have not proved to be instructive or to have any verifiable
empirical consequence. It has been found that one particular model normally
proves best for a given rule; model (2.4) consistently showed the best fit of
observation and prediction for the aspiration and deletion of Spanish /s/, and for
the contraction and deletion of the copula. Model (2.3) consistently showed the
best fit for -t,d deletion. It is probable, however, that this sort of result is due to
the distribution of one type of data towards ioo% rule application and another
towards o%, rather than any more profound linguistic mechanism.
Returning to mathematical considerations, in their reductio ad absurdum
exercise envisaging an arbitrarily large set of models (which is somewhat
exaggerated, given that Cedergren and Sankoff only proposed two), K & M make
a serious error. It is not scientifically unjustifiable, as they intimate, to start
with an infinitely large class of models and use the data to single out the most
appropriate. In fact, this is the basis for the MONANOVA procedure of
Kruskal (I965) which actually selects from the infinite set of all continuously
increasing functions of p, the one which leads to a best fit of a linear-additive
model to a specific data set. This is done in a least-squares rather than a maximumlikelihood context, though an analogous procedure can be defined for linguistic
data. The idea would be to compare the functions obtained for a series of data
sets in the hope of finding some linguistically meaningful generalization.
For the present, however, the uniform use of the logistic model (2.5) seems the
best strategy for systematic variation analysis suitable for comparison across
201
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sets and in different speech communities. The statistical and
developments to date on variable rule models have brought us
to standard statistical approaches to the analysis of variation, still
ability to deal with the special characteristics of linguistic data.

INDIVIDUAL

AND

THE

SPEECH

COMMUNITY

K & M's discussion of variable rules, generally quite lucid, becomes less than
clear when they turn to the issues involving the individual and the community.
They consider here jointly two 'assumptions': one described as the 'variable-ruleas-community-grammar assumption' and the other that 'linguistic constraints
and social constraints operate independently'.
Both of these assumptions are linguistic interpretations of a mathematical
assumption used in the estimation of constraint effects as evidenced by the data.
As such, they are not correctly interpretable as linguistic hypotheses, tacit or
otherwise, on the part of variable rule users. The assumption of the additivity of
constraints may be correctly thought of as a statistical null hypothesis, which is
methodologically necessary even when linguistically we are convinced there are
ncin-additive interactions, and we want to prove and evaluate these from the
data. Given the inapplicability of ANOVA and related methods to linguistic
data, and hence the inaccessibility of their detailed recipes for detecting and
unraveling constraint effects, significant differences, second-order interactions, and
higher-order effects, the assumption of additivity has been treated by variable
rule users more as a working hypothesis than a formal null hypothesis. In the first
versions of the variable rule program, no step-by-step procedure was available for
carrying out a sequence of statistical evaluations and modifications of the null
hypothesis. Instead, various heuristic and ad hoc approaches were used, as we will
document below. The unfamiliarity of K & M with the role of statistical hypotheses in theory building is excusable, but their attempt to impute a rigid
theoretical dogma to variable rule users is not, especially when this is contradicted
by the spirit of that work and by explicit statements in it.
The notion of community grammar which K & M impute to users of variable
rule methodology is not that suggested by any of the latter, who would agree with
other sociolinguists on the definition of a speech community as a group of
people who share a given set of norms of language: norms of referential interpretation as well as norms of social evaluation (Labov 1966: ch. ii; Hymes
I967). Variable rules are rules of production, and it is unfortunately true that very
little of the work has been done which would establish the perceptual and evaluative correlates of the variation they record. We know that every speaker is a
member of many nested and intersecting speech communities. We might be able
to clarify the issue by asking whether the group of people whose speech production is described by a given set of variable rules share a uniform set of inter202
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pretative norms that respond to the variation in speech production so recorded.
No subjective reaction study published so far has examined the perceptual
correlates of internal constraints in a variable rule.IO
Even on the level of speech production no user of variable rules has claimed,
inmplicitly or explicitly, that a single rule per variable is always capable of
accounting for the 'orderly heterogeneity' characteristic of a speech community
(Weinreich, Labov & Herzog I968). The very studies K & M cite as guilty of
this assumption are rife with disclaimers, for example,
'... this

approach

neatly solves

the problem

of community

heterogeneity

-

perhaps too neatly; care should be taken to detect categorical rule differences
where these exist. .. Further statistical methods must be developed in order
to judge when small data sets on individual speakers can be aggregated
without obscuring categorical distinctions between individual grammars
[Cedergren & Sankoff (1974: 353)]
Furthermore, a great deal of the more recent research, available to K & M before
the final versions of their text, has been preoccupied with the problem of community heterogeneity. Before going into this question in a substantive way, it will
be necessary to examine more closely the critical assumption of independence of
constraints. Then we can turn to the question of how uniform variable constraints
have been found to be throughout the populations studied, and finally consider
how variable rules deal with change and variation.
The independence of constraints
The assumption of the independence of variable constraints arises when we have
at least two sets of cross-cutting environmental variants which condition the
operation of the rule; as in the basic form of the -t,d deletion rule:11
[Io] The original New York City subjective reaction test did compare the variable use of
constricted [r] with categorical use (Labov 1972a: 149 ff.) but did not directly examine
reactions to various degrees of variability. Tousignant (1978) elicited judgments of

liaison use and omission in various syntactic contexts in Montreal French. This involved
both normatively acceptable liaison and those particular to Qu6bec varieties of French.
Tousignant's data provide evidence for the interaction of 'grammaticality' judgments
and salience. Generally, from context to context the rate of negative judgments to the
omission of normatively prescribed liaison parallels the probability of application of the
liaison rule. Conversely, the occurrences of improbable but normative liaison received
higher proportions of positive judgments than more frequently occurring and hence less
salient normative liaison. Lack of salience of non-normative but frequent liaison also
tended to attenuate stigmatization reactions. A number of experiments have shown
perceptual correlates of variation which allow us to infer indirectly some consequences of
high vs. low levels of deletion for the retrievability of distinctions in perception and
interpretation(Labov 1977; Torrey 1972; Biondi 1975).
[II] Angled brackets in the environment indicate features which favor the rule; the
convention followed here is that factors with angled brackets are ordered in strength
from top to bottom. For the sake of clarity, the least favored factor is also included in
rule (3.I), although that is normally omitted as the residual case. A more systematic
form of (3,I) would be
203
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That is, /t/ or /d/ is variably deleted at the ends of words after another consonant,
more often if a consonant rather than a vowel follows, and more often if it is
not separated from the preceding segment by a morpheme boundary than if it
is (that is, if it is not a past-tense morpheme). The assumption of the independence of these two environmental constraints is equivalent to asserting that
the realization of consonant or vowel in the following segment has exactly the
same effect on the rule whether or not a grammatical boundary precedes the
deletable element (that is, the /t/ or /d/ is a past-tense morpheme); and conversely,
the effect of a past-tense boundary in constraining the rule is the same whether or
Inot a consonant follows or a vowel. If this is so, then a single set of coefficients can
be assigned to each of the variable constraints, and these coefficients, entered into
the appropriate model, will predict closely the observed frequencies. It bears
repeating that independence in this sense is the lack of interaction, or the addiIt may well be intertivity, of constraint effects in a model such as (2.3)-(2.5).
pretable in terms of probabilistic (or statistical) independence of random trials as
dwelt upon by K & M and as we will discuss later, but this is not a necessary
aspect of the analysis, and it requires further assumptions.
If the statistical fit of model and data is not good, we must be prepared to
resolve the rule into its individual components:

# #C
b. t,d-+<o>/C# # V

(3 *2) a. t,d--*<o>C_
c.

d<>

d. t,d-*(o>/C#-#

#
#V

with unrelated probabilities for the four cases. If there is a good fit, we have
justified the assembly of the individual rules into the rule schema indicated by the
angled brackets.
Thus the great importance of the assumption of independence in variable rules
is that it provides for the first time a way to test and justify the fundamental
linguistic operation of writing abstract individual rule schemata and this test is
based upon the characteristics of the data itself.
[-cont] - (0>/[ + cons] (0> - # # ( + cons>
This form opposes obstruents and liquids in the following environment to semi-vowels
and vowels, which is the most significant division. A more detailed representation of the
Philadelphia system shows
(3 . I t,

K

+

segc\ )
+cons
-voc /
as the following environment, which indicates that the segments favoring deletion are
ranked in the order obstruent, liquid, semi-vowel, vowel, and pause.
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This does not mean that this assumption is expected to hold for any new case,
or that variable rule analysis is based on the belief that a given set of internal
constraints are independent. On the contrary, a variable rule program is a device
for finding out if this is the case, and rather more can be learned about the grammar when it turns out not to be true. Cedergren's study of aspiration of Spanish
/s/ (I973b) is a classic study of such lack of independence. The effect of determiner status on aspiration was not independent of whether or not the syllable was
stressed; as a result, the rule for aspiration of stressed determiners had to be
separated from the main rule for aspiration, a result which fitted well our
understanding of the special semantic load carried by these pronouns.
Labov and Labov's study of the acquisition of the inversion rule by their
daughter Jessie (I977) shows how the assumptions of the variable rule program
are used to disprove the existence of rules as well as prove them. The analysis
began with the assumption that early questions such as What's this? were
produced by the adult rules of WH-fronting and inversion, as were such later
questions of the form Why did you do that? It should be emphasized that the
authors had no reason to believe that this was the case. They were interested in
discovering the point in Jessie's development where the assumption did hold.
The successive variable rule analyses provided a number of grounds for
rejecting the notion of an inversion rule in the early stages. One such indication
was that in the early period, a preliminary variable rule analysis showed contraction favoring the putative inversion rule. Since contraction occurs at a much later
stage in the derivation than an inversion rule, such an effect actually demonstrates that no such rule was applying, but that forms such as What's this? were
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produced directly by phrase-structure rules. At the point in time where this
constraint was reversed, one could infer that the adult rules of WH-fronting and
inversion were beginning to predominate in Jessie's grammar. Fig. i is based on a
month-by-month variable rule VARBRUL 2 analysis of 8,500 questions asked by
Jessie from 39 to 57 months of age. The steady decline in chi-square runs
parallel to the decline in the effect of contraction. The fall in chi-square indicates
ain increasing fit of prediction and observation, and a confirmation that we are
tracing the trajectory on which Jessie acquired the adult rule schema.
These results indicate that the power of variable rule analysis lies in the consequencies of disproving the assumption of independence of constraints as well as
proving it. Such an assumption is not a belief about the data maintained in
advance, but a device for discovering the nature of the phenomena in question.
As such it corresponds to an assumption of non-interaction in ANOVA, and to a
lack of interaction terms in multiple regression. Just as in these more classical
statistical programs, once interaction is detected in a variable rule analysis, it can
be evaluated, quantified and incorporated into the model. For example, if
constraint ak in the 'a' family is thought to interact with constraint bj in the 'b'
family, the model can account for this through the addition of a new constraint
famnily,say the 'i' family, containing two terms: i1, which represents the simultaneous presence of ak and b., and i2, which represents the absence of at least one
of them. Equation (2.2) becomes

(3 3)

log

I

p

=

I -p

+,+i

#0+#a+#b+#c+**

In particular, in an environment containing ak, bj, Ch,

(3*4)

log

=

I

flO+flak+flbj+fich+

...,

fl,

n+.i.
*+.

-p

and in an environment which is identical except for ar instead of

(3 5)

log

=flO+la+flbj+fic++
I-p

*

ak,

+nl+?fi2

Pro)cedures and consequences of incorporating interaction and non-independence into variable rule methodology have been discussed by Sankoff (1977).
The relative uniformity of constraints
K & M's lack of familiarity with the main body of sociolinguistiC research shows
up most clearly in their reference to the 'large number of empirical studies that
adopt [the variable-rule-as-community-grammar assumption] tacitly'. Far from
adopting such an assumption, from the earliest pre-variable rule research to the
present, quantitative studies of the speech community have carefullly examined
2o6
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individual variation,and investigatedthe extent to which the same constraints
influence the behavior of all individuals.
The originalstudy of Martha's Vineyard (Labov I963) was an examination
of individualvariation,and a search for the patterns that were common to all of
the individuals recorded.The same holds for G. Sankoff& Cedergren's(I97i)
study of i-deletion in Montreal French, which was not phrased in terms of
variablerules.
The New York City study began with an examinationof style-shifting among
individuals (Labov I966, Ch. 4 = Labov 1972a, Ch. 3) and after presenting
group means went on to give individualdata for all five variablesstudied (Ch. 8,
Figs 6, 7, 14, 15, i8, 19, 22, and Ch. 9, Figs 9, IO, iti). The variable rules
presented for New York City in Weinreich, Labov & Herzog (I968: 170-6) are
based on these individualdata. Individualexceptions to the general patterns are
consideredin detail, for example, the case of Nathan B. (Labov I966: 249-53).
The extraordinaryfact about the New York City situation was that almost all
individualsrespondedto the same communitynorms in style-shifting and other
measures of evaluation,even though they were stratifiedin production.12
G. Sankoff (I973, 1974) took pains to present individual data and discussed
fully the methodological problems and epistemological questions in grouping
speakersas if they shared constraints,versus trying to analyze them separately,
with statisticallyinadequatedata, as if they were assumedto share nothing.
The first reportsof the South Harlem study, like many variablerule analyses,
began with detailed analyses of a few individuals,reportedfirst in Labov (1967)
(= ch. i, Labov 1972b). The variablerules reported in Labov et al. (I969) were
based on the finding, rather surprising at the time, that all of the individuals
studied showed the basic constraintsof rule (3.I) above.
With the introduction of the variable rule program, it became possible to
carryout more precise measurementsof individualdifferencesand to analyzethe
major constraints in finer detail. Thus the effect of a following consonant vs.
vowel was resolvedinto the effect of followingobstruent,liquid, glide, vowel, and
pause (Labov I975; Guy 1975). Guy's study of -t,d deletion in New York
and Philadelphia,far from being the minor exception that it appearsin a footnote
added to the K & M discussion, is a report of a massive investigationof linguistic change and variationof the distributionof this rule acrossgeographic,ethnic
and age boundaries.Guy's examinationof 14 constraintson -t,d deletion showed
that
The variable (oh) (the raising of the nucleus of lost, office, law, etc.) was an exception
to this uniformity, since lower-class speakers did not show the characteristic styleshifting (see Fig. 5.2, Labov I972a). As one of the more recent movements within the
New York City system, (oh) had not yet been generalized to all social groups in I963, and
this would also be true for more recent changes such as the backing of (ay) and the
fronting of (aw).

[12]
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(i) The number of reversalsof the expected orderingof constrainteffects was
inversely proportionateto the number of tokens measured,and for any comparison of environmentswith more than 30 tokens in the smaller cell, there were no
reversalsof the expected ordering.
(2) The patternsfound in a very large amount of data from one Philadelphian
(recordedthroughout an entire day) were matched closely by i9 Philadelphians
recordedfor only one or two hours.
(3) The New York City and Philadelphiaspeech communities were sharply
differentiatedby the weight contributed by final pause to the probability of
(leletion: in the New York City, final pause promotesdeletion like a consonant,

wvhilein Philadelphia it uniformly constrains deletion more than a vowel.13

A somewhat differenttack was taken by Cedergren& Sankoff(I974) in their
study of r-spirantization in Panamanian Spanish. Here a variable rule was
calculated using independence of constraints and a division of the speakers
into four socio-economicgroups, so that each speakerwas, in effect assignedone
of four possible input parameters.(This exercise predated the high-capacity
programsallowing a differentparameterfor each speaker.)Then each speaker's
data with each constraintcombinationwere comparedwith the predictionsof the
variablerule, using a chi-square test. Despite the fact that such a test tends to
reject the null hypothesis far too often when there are less than five tokens of
either variant (predicted) per comparison, a common situation with the r data
and linguistic variation data in general, a large majority of the 79 speakers
showed a statisticallyclose fit of the rule and the data.
Rather than isolated exceptions, as K & M's footnoting would suggest, these
examples show that the introductionof computer programsfor calculatingrules
immediatelyled to an explorationof uniformity versus heterogeneity,and ways
for testing for, estimating, and explaining heterogeneity when it exists. Indeed,
the longstanding controversy over the relative homogeneit) of individual rule
forms, initiated by Bickerton (1971), has led to considerable methodological
advance. In addition to the empirical studies of individuals and groups mentioned above, a more systematic approachto the problems of heterogeneityhas
culminated recently in a statistically powerful and original methodology,
developed and programmedby Rousseau(1978) and also describedby Rousseau
& Sankoff (I978b). The idea here is to take data on a variable from a large
numberof individualsand to find the most likely way to divide these individuals
into groups so that a single variablerule holds for the individualswithin a group,
Studies of the six communities in a 50-mile radius around Philadelphia indicate that
the effect of final pause is geographically distributed along the North-Midland line.
Communities closer to New York City show a relatively high weight contributed by final
pause, close to the level of New York; those half-way between the cities show an intermediiate value; and those fully in the Philadelphia area show a low value similar to
Philadelphia (Labov 1977).

[13]
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but these rules differbetween groups. Neither the numberof groups, the number
of individualsper group, the social homogeneity or heterogeneityof speakersin
a group, nor the nature of the differencesor similaritiesin constrainteffects are
assumed a priori.

In a re-analysis of G. Sankoff, Kemp & Cedergren's (1978) data ce que vs.
qu'est-ce que as the head of various complement clauses in Montreal French,

Rousseau showed that a two-group analysis was significantly more likely than
one done underthe assumptionof communityhomogeneity. In one group, which
turned out to containlargelymiddle-classand bourgeoisspeakersusing relatively
little qu'est-ceque overall (input 0.I3), the constraintwhich permitted the most
qu'est-ce que was the indirect question environment, with a weight of o.96,
comparedto 0.24, 0.36, and O.I9 for other types of clause. This is consistent with
the extension of the direct question markerfunction of qu'est-ceque to indirect
contexts. In the second group, which used much more qu'est-ceque overall
(input 0.5), it is neither the indirect question context (weight 0.47) nor the
superficially similar (post-verbal) headless relative construction (weight 0.46)
which favors it, but rathera class of dislocatedstructures,with a weight of o.8i.
This suggests certain normativeinfluences have had an effect in favoring ce que
among the latter group of speakers.
A similar reanalysisof data on the alternationof auxiliariesavoir and etre in
compound tenses of certain verbs, collected by G. Sankoff & Thibault (I977),
showed that though some statisticallysignificantgrouping is detectable,the two
groups found did not involve any dramaticconstraintdifferencesand the entire
set of speakers could well be considered as homogeneous with respect to the
relative tendencies of the differentverbs to take avoir.
Rousseau applied the grouping procedure to Laberge's (I977) data on the
variants on and tu (vous) as indefinite subject clitics, and discovered that the
speakersfell into at least two and possibly three distinct groups. All three groups
sharedthe same constraintpatternfor a 'pragmatic'constraintfamily, in which a
proverb-like,or moral, utterance strongly favors on, measured by a coefficient
of o.65 as comparedto 0.35 for other uses of the indefinite. But a syntactic effect,
involving the favoring of tu in pairs of implicationallyrelated clauses, and the
favoring of on in clauses imbedded in presentativeheads is clearly neutralized
among one group of speakers, and possibly even reversed among a small third
group, though this latter grouping is of doubtful validity.
From various points of view, Rousseau'smethod seems the most appropriate
way of dealingwith heterogeneitywithin a communitywith respect to a variable.
We have alreadymentioned an alternativemethod, the statisticallymore familiar
method of simply adding interaction terms to the model, to take account of
differentweights given by differentindividualsto constraintsin the same family.
This latter method, however, is often impracticalwith linguistic variationdata,
especially when we wish to consider the data from each of a large number of
209
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individuals separately, rather than as lumped together according to some sociodemographic parameters. The large number of speaker parameters can give rise
to a prohibitively large number of interaction parameters, particularly if a
systematic search is to be made of possible interactions, and this will tend to
overload the capacity of the computing system. Rousseau's method, on the
other hand, while its search for possible groupings is systematic and exhaustive,
(loes not require too many parameters - just one per linguistic constraint per
group, and only one per individual speaker irrespective of the number of
groups.
The two methods we have discussed for detecting and evaluating heterogeneity
would seem to lead to different types of results. In the traditional statistical
method, we obtain one equation, possibly including a number of interaction terms.
With Rousseau's method, we obtain a number of equations, one per group,
with no interaction terms necessary. Each of these forms has its advantages,
but there is no logical difference, since either representation is mathematically
convertible into the other.
Chtangeand variation in the speech community
We have seen that the notion that the uniformity of variable rule patterns is
'tacitly assumed' in sociolinguistic studies is based on a lack of familiarity of K &
M with those studies. The assumption 'that there is no interaction between
linguistic and social constraints' is almost entirely due to K & M, and has little
relation to the theory and practice of variable rule analyses.
So far, we have been discussing the independence and relative uniformity of
internal linguistic constraints. At the outset, it was noticed that this relative
uniformity applies only to the direction of the major constraints, and less
attention was paid to the relative ordering of those constraints, and even less to
their precise strength. Studies of the contraction and deletion of the copula
within the Jets and Cobras then showed that the central core could be differentiated from the secondary and peripheral members and from those outside the
groups ('lames') (Labov I973). Other studies of -t,d deletion, cited by K & M,
show shifts in the ordering of constraints that differentiated speakers according
to age and social allegiance.
Here we are dealing with interaction between a social fact - age - and the
internal linguistic constraints. Though their ordering can be established for the
entire community as a whole, their values and relative strengths cannot be stated
independently of the age of the speaker.
The most dramatic example of the interaction of age and internal constraints
arises in the most recent analysis of the 'ambiguous' clusters in lef+ t, kep + t,
tol? d, etc. Here the + boundary registers the existence of a derivational suffix,
which is opposed to the inflectional suffix in roll# d by (i) regiessive assimilation,
lack of productivity, and (3) change in stem form. The process of -t,d
(2)
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deletion allows us to see whether speakers treat this final /t/ like the past-tense
morpheme or like monomorphemic /t/ infist, and so registers the degree to which
they have analyzed the data into a stem alternation /liyv lef/, etc., with a
/ + t/ suffix, or as a suppletive alternation /liyv - left/, etc.
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2. Relation between age and probability of deleting /t/ in ambiguous

clusters

across a derivational boundary in left, kept, etc.

Fig. 2 shows the result of 33 variable rule analyses of individual Philadelphians,
carried out by Sally Boyd of LCV and incorporating Guy's analyses. The
vertical axis represents the weight contributed by the presence of an ambiguous
cluster to the probability of -t,d deletion. The horizontal axis shows the age of the
speakers, from 5 to 69 years of age. At the outset, the ambiguous clusters favor
deletion as much or more than monomorphemic forms; with advancing age,
ambiguous clusters begin to constrain the rule, approaching the value of the
past-tense rmorpheme. The coefficient of the regression line fitted to the data
indicates that with each year of age, the value of the ambiguous cluster constraint
is expected to fall by 0.0046.
This result demonstrates that speakers analyze the derivational morphology of
2II
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past-tense clusters more deeply as they grow older. There is no reasonto believe
that the increasingdepth of analysisof derivationalmorphologyis confinedto this
one case. Suclha change in age has importantconsequences for our views of all
derivationalmorphologyand phonologicalrulesthat depend upon morphological
boundaries.
The ce que/qu'est-ce quevariablediscussed in section 3.2 also shows a complicated interaction between age, social class and linguistic constraint. Both G.
Sankoff, Kemp & Cedergren (1978) and Rousseau & Sankoff (I978b) find a
greaterdifferentialbetweenindirectquestionsandheadlessrelatives,in theireffect
on qu'est-cequeusage,amongmiddle-classor bourgeoisvs. working-classspeakers,
and this appearstied to the differentmechanismswith which younger speakers
in the opposing classes are convergingto a common rule for this variable.
There is clearly a great difference between linguistic and extralinguistic
environments as far as the degree of independence of factors is concerned.
Internal linguistic factors are typically independent of each other, and this fact
provided much of the motivation for the development of variable rules. The
advantagesof this workingassumptionfor the investigationof linguisticstructure
have been outlined in the previoussection. External,social constraintsmore frequently show interactionin their relationto each other and to linguisticvariables,
as with the examples that K & M discuss. The variablerule programtreatsthem
both in the same statistical way, although in the first case we can expect the
assumptionto be satisfiedmore often than not, in the second case the reverse.
There is no reason to be alarmed at such a situation. There may be some
relationbetweenthe value of a workinghypothesisand how often that hypothesis
is found to be correct, though statistical null hypotheses are more frequently
straw men set up to justify more elaboratehypotheses. The variablerule program
is designedwith the characteristicsof internallinguisticconstraintsin mind: their
skewed distributionsas well as their characteristicindependence. If we were to
deal only with external constraints,the variablerule programmight not be our
choice for multivariateanalysis. There would be no reason not to fill all cells
more or less evenly (as with the sample of MontrealFrench speakers,D. Sankoff
& (.
Sankoff 1973, or Summerlin 1972), transform the data of form A/T
and then
(see p. 195 above) accordingto somnefunction such as in (2.3)-(2.5),
apply a standard multivariateanalysis program like ANOVA which requires
evenly distributed data, but which handles interaction in a very detailed and
rigotous way.
At present, a linguistic analyst has a wide variety of options in approaching
externallinguistic variables.By incorporatingthem into a variablerule program,
one runs little risk of losing the precisionof the analysisof internalvariables.As
in (3 3), simple cases of interaction can be measured by adding an additional
factorgroupwhich representsthe interactionof the two categoriesconcerned.For
example, to account for the typical accelerationof style-shifting on the part of
212
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female, lower-middle-class speakers, one can add a factor group which registers
the co-presence or absence of female gender and lower-middle-class status, in
addition to the sex and class groups already present. On the other hand, one.can
run separate variable rule programs for subgroups or for individuals as in Fig. 2,
or for stages in the acquisition of language by one individual, as in Fig. I, or even
find the relevant subgroups in the population using Rousseau's method.
When it comes to the writing of the variable rules, the presence of interaction
does create a problem. As pointed out above, the absence of independence of the
internal constraints is justification for writing separate rules. It follows that
interaction of social constraints with internal constraints and with each other
makes it less meaningful to simply add on sex, class, or ethnicity as 'wider'
constraints on a variable rule such as (3.I).
Having documented the capacity of variable rules to study interaction, we
should point out some recent results indicating a tendency towards independence
of linguistic and social constraints for a certain range of variables.
In Weiner and Labov's investigation of the choice between agentless passive
and active with generalized pronouns (p. I99), a number of strong internal
constraints were derived through cross-tabulations and VARBRUL 2. A
stylistic factor was located, which might indeed have been stronger if more
formal styles were investigated. But social factors such as sex, class and ethnicity,
which might have been expected to influence the choice, proved to have very
little effect. More importantly, the entire set of external factors, including style
and age, remained almost invariant under the most radical re-organizations of the
internal factors. Table 2 demonstrates this independence of internal and external
constraints on the passive rule by showing the entire set of changes in factor
values as individual factors are successively eliminated in the log-likelihood
significance test (p. I98-200).
Thus independence from social constraints takes two forms: first, a reduction
in the types and strengths of social factors which influences the output of the rule
itself, and secondly, an absence of interaction with internal constraints.
It is likely that we will encounter this situation with increasing frequency as we
examine higher alternations in the grammar. Emirkanian (I978) has studied gapping and other conj unction-reduction phenomena in French. These high-level syntactic processes vary widely amongst themselves, but showed relatively less socially
conditioned variability among the diverse speakers Emirkanian sampled.
The strongest social effect appears to be attributed to the words and sounds of
the language - that is, the output of the rule system. The more abstract the
variation, the less apt we are to find social influences exerted upon it.

4.

THE

RELATION

OF VARIABLE

RULES

TO GENERATIVE

GRAMMAR

At both the beginning and the end of K & M's review, they present their view
213
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that variable rules do in fact represent a radical departure from generative
theory; that the use of the generativeformatis a 'prematurerush to formalism',
and that we must await a 'more fully formal theory of variability in token
formation',presumablyquite distinct from a theory about type formation.
K & M have a right to their opinion on all these points. Moreover,it is plainly
not their intent to disparagecurrentworkon variation,but ratherto encourageit.
At the same time, their assessment of the relation to generative grammar is
based on a rather narrow view as to what that theory has contributed to the
understandingof language.It also ignores serious efforts on the theoreticallevel
to relate the study of variationto the generativeapproach.K & M appearto set
considerablestore upon the idea that generativegrammardescribes competence
and not performance;they also put great weight on the argumentthat generative
theory deals only with types, and cannot make contact with data based on what
people actually say. Despite their disclaimer about not relying on 'linguistic
autonomy' and their footnote 13 acknowledgingtrends towards studying usage
within generativegrammar,K & M continuouslyfall backon the more ideological
aspects of early generativismwhich do not really have any serious connection
with the importantcontributionsthat Chomskyand his school have made to our
understandingof language.Among others, these have to do with the systematic
investigation of relations between sentences, the willingness to consider more
abstract hierarchicalstructures in syntax and phonology, and the stress upon
the importanceof language acquisition for the development of the theory.
Let us, however, consider for a moment the purely formal aspects of generativism. True, grammars are finite devices for generating infinite sets called
languages.But probabilisticgrammars,while of course having a differentlogical
status, do not constitute a 'contrary'nor even a 'radical'departureas K & M
claim. Mathematically,and in terms of model construction, probabilisticgrammar is a naturaland easy extension of ordinarygrammarratherthan a 'patch' or
'graft' as K & M phrase it. Indeed this extension has been discovered and
rediscovered many times by both mathematicians and linguists, going back
at least to the mid-ig6os. For the type of context-free grammarK & M use to
illustratethe generativeprinciple, there is a substantialand interestingliterature
on both the mathematicaland linguistic aspects of probabilisticextensions, for
example, S. Klein (I965), Grenander (I967), Kherts (I968), Horning (I969),
Suppes (I970), D. Sankoff(I971, I972), Soule (I974), W. Klein (I974), HeidelbergerForschungsprojekt
'Pidgin-Deutsch' (I975, I976, I977, 1978), and D.
Sankoff (I978b). That these developments may not have been foreseen when
the earlynotions of generativitywere evolvingdoes not bearon theirmathematical
correctness or their appropriatenessas models for linguistic competence or
performance.
Again on the purely formallevel, the same can be said for variablerules. Here
it is transformationalgrammarwhich is probabilizedand the focus is on a single
215
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rule acting on a syntactic or phonological entity. The probabilistic extension is
two-fold. As with probabilistic context-free grammars, the notion of rule probability is postulated. In addition, the generative notions of rule constraints are
considered to be extreme cases, categorical or qualitative instances of a more
general quantitative functioning of constraints. It is this, together with the idea
that cross-cutting constraint effects combine in a systematic way, which is the
mathematical basis of variable rule theory. This is a natural and economical
generalization of the generative concept of rule, even if as a 'logical' object it
necessarily has different status. Grammars containing probabilistic rules define
membership in a language set just as ordinary grammars do, but they also
predict frequencies of sentences, and more important, of various sentence types.
T'he naturalness of the extension is further attested by the ease with which the
generative rule notation was adapted to account for variability.
On the formal level, then, and this is argued in more detail by D. Sankoff
(1978b), probabilistic extensions of generative theory are neither radical, premature, mistaken, nor contradictory. Turning to the appropriateness of this
extended formalism as a theory of linguistic performance, we have already shown
how K & M's critiques of statistical models and procedures are uninformed
and incorrect. It is true, however, that the model represented by (2.I) and in
turn those implicit in (2.3) and (2.4) were not at first seen in the context of
the ir being special cases of the class of transformed-additive models, and
that hence postulates were made about the mathematical form of independence
of constraints that turned out to be overly specific. The current use of (2.5)
stems from statistical and data-analytic considerations as being a more generally
applicable model, rather than any more detailed an interpretation in terms of
probabilistic mechanisms. Indeed, the discussion of probabilistic independence
connected with (2.3) and (2.4) contained in Cedergren & Sankoff (I974) was
phrased to serve an expository function for readers unfamiliar with probability
theory. Probabilistic notions of causality were introduced, but nowhere were
the probability calculations identified with psycholinguistic or neurolinguistic
mechanisms nor was the specific existence of such mechanisms postulated. The
emphasis on psychological interpretations and difficulties therewith is entirely
due to K & M themselves, and contradicts their own admission that:
Strong claims about the nature of the mathematical complexity of the mentalneural abilities that underly language use are hardly foreign to linguists. As
mathematical objects probabilities don't seem to us any more high-powered
than the familiar elements of generative grammars, panlectal grammars, or
what have you.
Thus as an extension to generative theorv, variable rules hardly warrant the
criticism advanced by K & M. Their own tendencies toward psychological and
neurological reductionism combined with their arbitrary treatment of distinctions
2i6
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between theory-building, modeling, and statistical inference, as well as their
mathematicalerrors, seem to have led them to an unjustified attack on the
theoreticalstatus of variablerules.14
More substantively, as we noted in section i, an early motivation for a connection with generativegrammarlay in the relationshipof the contractionand
deletion rules with the stress assignmentand vowel reduction rules of Chomsky
& Halle (I968). It has also been evident from the start that variable rules were
the appropriatemechanism to describe the acquisition of grammar.The recent
studies of the acquisitionof the inversionrule (see p. 205) give us a direct view
of the rule-formingcapacityof a child (Labov & Labov 1977). In the analysis of
variationin the inversionrule over two and a half years and 20,000 questions, we
obtain a vivid view of the formationof rule schemata, in particularthe gradual
integration of questions formed with the eight WH-forms into a single set of
rules for WH-attachment,WH-fronting, and auxiliaryinversion.
Though formalismsare necessaryto focus an analysis on particularlinguistic
relations,it would be foolhardyto put too much stock on any one formalism.The
theory that we are constructingis not a new form of model-building, and we do
not make the error of confusing the set of rules we write with the grammatical
processes that people use.
Indeed, the notational and formal questions surroundingvariable rules have
receded in importance, much as have analogous questions in many areas of
linguistic theory. Though the methodology of variable rules was motivated by
and developed in conjunction with the project to incorporate variability in
generative grammar, it would be a mistake to think that this methodology is
logically tied to a particulargrammaticalformalism, or a particulardomain of
grammar such as phonology or morphology. Whenever a choice process is
postulatedin linguistic performance,especially choice which is conditionedby a
number of cross-cutting linguistic and/or extralinguisticfactors, a variable rule
analysis, which is after all a statistically general way for handling conditioned
binomial variables of all types, can be fruitfully undertaken.This applies, for
[14] In their footnote I, K & M mention the implicational scale as the major analytic

device competing with variable rules in the analysis of linguistic variability. Variable
rule users have long been convinced that these two modes of analysis are, for purposes of
organizing variation data, largely equivalent (Fasold I975; D. Sankoff & Rousseau
1974).
Of course, a variable rule analysis does make stronger claims about the relationships between the probabilities generating the data in different contexts, while a
scaling analysis requires stronger relations of ordering among the variant frequencies
themselves. In particular, and Kay (1978) goes on at length about this, scales generally
involve many contexts in which one variant appears Ioo% of the time and the other
variant never, and it has been thought impossible for this type of categorical behavior
to be represented in terms of variable rules. Recently, however, Rousseau (1978, ch. 4)
has discovered that the mathematics of so-called knockout factors (Labov i969) and
technical knockout factors (Rousseau & Sankoff (1978b)) coincides completely with the
implicational scale structuring of categorical versus variable contexts (see Rousseau &
Sankoff 1978c). This completely invalidates Kay's argument.
217
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example, to the choice between lexical items which might be applied to the same
referent (Labov 1978). What is of special interest is that it applies to the alternation between surface variants to give meaningful and useful results which can
then apply to the further analysis of the more abstract grammatical processes.
A prime example is the ce que/qu'est-ce que data, where the interaction of social
and linguistic constraints was firmly established and understood without prejudging the problem of the underlying grammatical relationship of the variants.
One consequence of the historical association of variable rule analysis with
generative grammar is that it has focused on counts of rule applications versus
non-applications, which only produce binary or binomial data. Other phenomena,
such as synonym selection, and other ways of looking at variability, might
involve, at a single step, the choice between three or more variants. This leads to
multinomial data. Instead of A applications and T-A non-applications out of T
instances of the variable in a given context, we might have A tokens of the first
variant, B tokens of the second, C of the third, and so on, where
= T

A+B+C+...

(4.I)

There are many existing data sets which might be (and are being) re-analyzed
from this point of view; Laberge's on/tu-vous data is an obvious example. Instead
of considering tu and vous as essentially the same variant opposed to on, they
could be considered separate variants in a trinomial model. Cedergren had to
postulate a specific series of reduction rules for each of /s/ and for /r/ in Panamanian Spanish before she could apply a variable rule analysis. It might well be
revealing-to analyze these data according to a multinomial model before making
any linguistic assumptions.
What is the multinomial generalization of the variable rule model? Instead of
application and non-application probabilities p and I-p,
respectively, we
postulate p, q, r,. . ., z such that
p+q+r+..

(4.2)

z = I

A model similar to (2.5) is still applicable but we now require several such
equations instead of just one as in the binomial case; the trinomial case becomes
log3)

(414)
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and a third equation is implied by the above two:
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where
3, - -fl -y

(4.6)

Again, constraints analogous to (2.6) should be added to the model to ensure
uniqueness of the parameterestimates; these have the form
(4.7)

i

pai
Yai =

i

EPbj=
j

*

E fnk
k

ybj

E Ykn

j

k

Computationalproceduresfor multinomialmodels exist (Jones 1975), but they
are not efficient enough to handle the type of data sets which arise in linguistic
variation studies. New methods are currently under development (D. Sankoff
1978c).
To conclude, the concept of variablerule has notational (formal), theoretical,
data-analyticand substantive empirical aspects. Its evolution through various
empiricalstudies as well as its notationhas been largelytied to specific questions
within the generative approachto grammar.The results of these studies have
been extensions, improvementsand clarificationsof knowledge gained through,
or accessible through, previous qualitative work. On the theoretical level,
variable rules as probabilistic models reflect and render mathematically and
logically rigorous this extension or generalizationof grammarto include probability as well as possibility. This aspect is not, of course, specific to generative
grammarsalthoughwe argue(againstK & M) that it is eminently meaningfulfor
that model. It is pertinent in any grammaticaltheory which incorporateschoice
as a mechanism for theoretically relating and differentiatingsentences. So, of
course, are the data-analyticaspects, the methods for gatheringdata, statistically
fitting and testing the models. This attitude to linguistic analysisis not limited to
the rangeof variablesdiscussedhere, but is being extended on the one hand to the
mechanismof sound change and on the other to increasinglymore abstractareas
of phonological and grammaticalvariation. In this fashion, we hope to move
steadily from the known to the unknown, deriving principles of increasing
generality, using the insights of generative grammarwherever helpful without
being governed by its dogma.
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